2.1 – Examples of other Numeration Systems

For each of the numeration systems, consider how we’d write the numbers “86” and “206.”

Group Activity – Place Value
Consider the differences in the following questions.
•

What does the numeral “6” in the number “657” represent? The “5?”

•

How many tens does the “6” in the number “657” represent?

•

How many ten dollars bills does the 6 in $657 represent? The 5?

•

How many whole tens are in 657?

•

How many tens are in 657?

•

How many hundred dollar bills are in $53,908?

•

How many whole hundreds are in 53,908?

•

What does the “9” in the number “53,908” represent?

•

How many hundreds are in 53,908?

•

How many pennies can you get for $3.47? $34.70?

•

How many tens are in 3,143? How many tenths are in 3,143? How many thousands? Thousandths?

$347?

#1 = Andrew’s Apple Farm
On Andrew’s Apple Farm, very large genetically engineered apples are grown. Andrew collects the apples in
little baskets. Eight apples fit in one basket. Andrew has eight baskets. Once all eight baskets are filled, he
pours the apples into a bushel. One bushel holds eight baskets worth of apples. Once all eight bushels are
filled, Andrew pours the apples from the bushels into a truck. One truck holds eight bushels worth of apples.
Andrew has eight trucks.
1. Today Andrew picked enough apples to load one truck, six bushels, and three baskets. How many apples
did he pick?

2. If Andrew picks 1705 apples, how many trucks, bushels, baskets, and loose apples would that make?

#2 = Andrew’s Apple Books
Andrew keeps careful records of the number of apples that he picks each day. Because he is so used to
dealing in trucks, bushels, and baskets, a few years ago Andrew started recording the numbers of apples
picked in this form. For example, say Andrew picked enough apples to fill three trucks, one bushel, and
seven baskets, and has five more loose apples. He would write:

3
1
7
5
trucks bushel baskets apples
Since he always writes the numbers of trucks, bushels, baskets, and loose apples in order from big to small
(left to right), he realized awhile back that he didn’t need to write the words out every time. He can just write
the digits in order and understand what is meant:

3175
The only problem with this notation is that sometimes Andrew shows people his book and they think that the
numerals mean what they normally would for us in base ten. The numeral above, for example, looks like it
represents three thousand one hundred seventy-five. In order to avoid this confusion, Andrew now puts a
little A next to any numeral that he writes using his special system:

3175A
Since he sometimes records other numbers in his books, Andrew knows that if there is not an A next to a
numeral, it is written in base ten. Sometimes he also indicates base ten to eliminate any ambiguity. For
example, he would write:

1661ten or just 1661
This is the same number of apples as three trucks, one bushel, seven baskets, and five loose apples. It’s just
written differently. Andrew knows that:

3175A = 1661ten
Make sure that you can convert back and forth between these two numeration systems. You should be able to
answer the following:
•
•

2173A = ____ten
2173ten = _____A

Make up your own problems to practice with. Convert in both directions to check your answers.

2.3 – Bases Other Than Ten
Different bases are different ways of counting (amount of counting numbers is equal to the base
number). They also provide insight into the place value system and how it works in other bases than
ten. Tip: In a base, there is no digit to express that value. For instance, in our normal system, base 10,
there is no symbol for ten. So, in base six for example, there would be no “6.”
Example: How do we count in the following bases?
•

Base six:

•

Base eight:

•

Base two:

•

Try it yourself – Base four:

Base Block Diagrams

These are very helpful in developing the place value system in a conceptual way. We will use them
primarily to try and understand other bases. What does each represent in base ten? Base six? Base eight?

Base Five

Base Ten

Base Five

Base Ten

Practice Converting from Base Ten into Base Five

1. 18
5. 2016

2. 36

6. 3600
3. 54

7. 5616
4. 127

Practice converting from base 7 into base 10

5. 66 seven

1. 3seven

6. 245 seven
2. 12 seven

3. 36 seven

7. 2013 seven

4. 54 seven

8. 35602 seven
5. 66 seven

6. 245 seven
There is a more “procedural” way to do this but it isn’t of primary focus to us.
Question: Can fractions be represented in other bases? Decimals? Discuss the following.

7. 2013 seven
40.13five

8. 35602 seven

Question: Can we “operate” on numbers in other bases? I.E. add, subtract, multiply, divide?

Adding and Subtracting in Different Bases
Side 1…use base block diagrams
1. 31 + 21 (in base 5)

2. 63 + 36 (in base 7)

3. 102 + 221 (in base 3)

4. 327 + 452 (in base 8)

Side 2…try using normal algorithms
5. 272 - 88 (in base 9)

1.

341five
+120five

6. 2004 - 310 (base 6)

2.

3.

101two
Side 2…try +110
using normal algorithms
two

95ten
+ 27ten

Now try the operations using traditional algorithms. What adjustments do we need to make?
1.

4.

4.

341five
+120five

321four
- 123four

2.

5.

5.

101two
+110two

201three
- 12three

3.

6.

6.

95ten
+ 27ten

298ten
- 29ten

